
Co J.H. (B) Semi-Final 

Arravale hold out against Newport       
  
Arravale Rovers held out with 14 men for the final eight minutes of this cracking County Junior ‘B’ Hurling 
Championship semifinal on Saturday afternoon, to claim their place in the decider against Drom & Inch.  
The Tipp Town boys had Bernard O’Callaghan redcarded in the 52nd minute   following an off-the-ball incident, the 
only blemish on the sporting nature of this game, and Newport, aided by the breeze in the second half piled on the 
pressure in search of a levelling goal.  
It was exciting stuff as the North champions camped in their opponents end of the field, but Rovers resilience was 
admirable as they   defied Newport’s best efforts, and Newport did not help their cause by the quality of some of their 
deliveries to their attack.  
In the final analysis, there was precious little between these sides and the decisive score had to be something special. 
So it was, as four minutes after the changeover, Sean Kilcoyne made a spectacular catch off a Johnny Lowry free 
before turning and blazing home the goal that ultimately gave Arravale Rovers victory.  
Rovers had played with the breeze in the first half, but Newport, with corner forward Kevin O’Brien operating as an 
extra outfield player, had the better of the early exchanges. By the end of the first quarter they had moved 0-4 to 0-2 
clear, Kilcoyne bagging both Rovers’ points with Christy O’Connor (2), Eoin Bonfield, and Kieran McCabe raising flags 
for Newport.  Newport had every reason to be pleased, though they had a narrow escape in the 12th minute when 
goalie P.J. O’Rourke had to be quick and brave to deny Arravale’s Paddy Maher a possible goal. Sean Spillane was 
doing great work at the heart of the Rovers’ defence while Kieran McCabe was the driving force at midfield for 
Newport.  
In the second quarter, the scales tipped in Arravale’s favour as Johnny Lowry pointed three frees and Stephen Quinn 
added another, to McCabe’s sole replay for Newport, to leave the Tipp town boys narrowly ahead at the break 0-6 to 
0-5. Still very much anybody’s game but with the breeze to favour them, Newport looked well-placed to succeed. A 
pointed free in the first minute from Michael Coffey levelled for Newport, but three minutes later they got caught when 
Kiloyne’s opportunism and quality finish produced the match-winning goal.  
Not that it looked that way at the time. Arravale might have had another goal four minutes later but in a siege on the 
Newport lines, three possible goalbound efforts were stopped as Newport defended grittily. Michael Coffey pointed a 
free in the 41st minute for Newport, but Lowry responded for Arravale, also from a free, in the 44th minute. Coffey and 
Paddy Maher swapped points in the 48th and 49th minutes to keep the game in the melting pot as the excitement 
intensified.  
  Surprisingly, these were the last scores but not the last of the action. O’Callaghan’s dismissal by referee John Butler, 
after consultation with this officials, left Arravale with a tough eight minutes plus ahead of them, but they rose to the 
challenge in great style.   Newport piled on the pressure and created the chances, but they did not have the finishing 
power to capitalise on them, as Arravale held on for a win that delighted their supporters in the meagre attendance.     
It was a fine performance by Arravale Rovers who were short some regulars for a variety of reasons but the reshuffled 
combination came up trumps with a spirited showing that deserved its reward. Sean Kilcoyne bagged 1-2 and had a 
smashing game while Sean Spillane, Fintan Ryan, Stephen Quinn, Dylan Nugent, Richie Lohan, and the accurate 
Johnny Lowry were other very influential figures.    Newport were greatly disappointed and understandably so. They 
put in a big effort only to be foiled by that quality goal. No doubt they have played worse and won games, but it wasn’t 
to be. Mike Coffey, Kieran McCabe, Brian O’Sullivan, Christy O’Connor, Tom Small and Eoin Bonfield worked 
extremely hard all through for them.    

 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Mike Coffey in action in the County Junior "B" Hurling 

Championship Semi Final played in Boherlahan. 
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